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Abstract
The main objective of this article is the calculation of the Huff Model and the comparison of obtained data with the questionnaire survey results. Afterwards, we will try to assess the validity of this theoretical model of shopping probability for practical use as well as its overall objectivity.

Calculation of the Huff Model of Probability will be calculated for nine large-scale retail stores in fifteen local regions within the area of the third largest town in the Slovak Republic – Prešov. These results will be compared to results of the questionnaire research which was conducted during the period of November 2013 until March 2014 on a sample of 1,096 respondents. The questionnaire was addressing customers’ preference for various large-scale stores as well as their place of residence. Based on the calculation results and the results obtained from the questionnaire survey, cartographic outputs were created, pointing out overall consistency as well as differences in the already mentioned results.
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Introduction
Over the last twenty five years, Slovak retail market has undergone major changes. Transition from the central retail directive management to market economy has been in the context of socio-political changes after 1989, making this transition a complex transformation process (Mitriková, 2005, 2008, 2010a, 2010b; Szczyrba, 2005a; Trembošová, 2012). This process was influenced by small and large-scale privatization and atomization of the retail network, characterized by the emergence of a large number of individual sale units without any vertical or horizontal cooperation (Trembošová, Dubcová, 2013). In the next stage, the stage of concentration and internationalization, foreign retail stores entered the Slovak retail market, creating a highly competitive environment. These multinational companies in a relatively short period of time made their projects, the construction of large stores (discount stores, supermarkets, hypermarkets, shopping centers, etc.) which fundamentally changed the functional and spatial model of the city (Matlovič, et al., 2001; Szczyrba 2005a; Križan, 2009; Trembošová 2010, 2012; Kunc, 2013; Trembošová, Dubcová, 2013). Large retail units were placed closer to major transport routes, often called “greenfield”, causing a change in the traditional shopping behavior of consumers (in terms of weekend shopping, shopping for pleasure, destination change and so on (Mitriková, 2008; Križan 2009; Spilková, 2011; Spilková, 2012; Trembošová, 2012; Kunc, et al., 2013; Civáň, et al., 2014).

According to Križan and Lauko (2014), a suitable research tool for retail chains can be considered modelling, expressing the relationships of store localization to different variables. The literature dedicated to the retail sector differentiates several model types; from the simplest gravity model to challeng-
Gravity models are the most commonly used types of spatial models. They are based on the analogy with the Newton’s law of gravity (Szczyrba, 2006; Kunc, et al. 2013). At first, gravity models were used only for the demographic research. From the 1930s, their use has been extended even to define the areas of commercial service centers (Szczyrba, 2006). The gravity model, functioning as an interactional model, is geographically considered to be a traditional tool for the quantitative analysis of spatial interaction (Mitríková, 2008). The most famous gravity model is the Reilly’s law of retail gravitation (Reilly, 1929, 1931) which reflects the fact, that two major centers share the allocated demand of the place lying between them, in proportion to the population of both sites and inversely to the distance of both locations to an intermediate point. However, this model can distort the reality, as it regards the sphere of centers’ influence as closed and mutually exclusive. On the other side, studies have proved the existence of a transitional area, in which residents commute due to shopping to two or more centers. This model does not take into consideration other aspects that affect the distribution of residents’ money spending, such as transportation links, population density, income as well as social differentiation of consumers. Thus, there are certain limitations in relation to this model. In urban areas, there are more shopping possibilities, thus increasing the choice. Due to these facts, the traditional form of the two-site interaction model was adjusted by Huff (Huff, 1962, 1963, 1964). Therefore, this model was used in the paper to calculate the theoretical probability of customers’ shopping in all large-scale retail stores in Prešov.

The Huff Probability Model takes into account the size of retail, which is measured by its area as well as availability. This model defines the proportion of customer shopping journeys from certain places into all shopping centers of the studied area. This proportion can be understood as the probability, that a store will be selected as a target by consumers of a certain location. The Huff Probability Model is widely used in practice, and it has been the most frequently used model since the mid-70s of the 20th century. Huff (1964) states the justification of this model as follows:

As the result of a trading area which incorporates various survey techniques, a number of important empirical regularities have been shown to exist:

1. The proportion of consumers patronizing a given shopping area varies with distance from the shopping area.
2. The proportion of consumers patronizing various shopping areas varies with the breadth and depth of merchandise offered by each shopping area.
3. The distances that consumers travel to various shopping areas vary depending on different types of product purchases.
4. The “pull” of any given shopping area is influenced by the proximity of competing shopping areas.

Even though it is a model with a wide range of applications, the problem is still the complementation of each trait. Its mathematical expression is as follows:

\[
P_{ij} = \frac{S_j}{\sum_{j=1}^{n} \frac{S_j}{T_{ij}}}\]

where:

- \(P_{ij}\) is the probability of a consumer at a given point of origin \(i\) traveling to a particular shopping centre \(j\);
- \(S_j\) is the size of a shopping center \(j\) (measured in terms of square meters of the shopping area);
- \(T_{ij}\) is the travel time or distance involved in getting from a consumer’s travel base \(i\) to a given shopping centre \(j\);
- \(n\) is the number of all possible shopping places in the area;
- \(a\) is the parameter expresses the customer’s willingness to overcome a certain distance.

Prešov, which is the subject of this research, lies in the central part of Eastern Slovakia, on the eastern edge of Šariš highlands and on the northern edge of the Košice basin. An absolute current position is given the coordinates: 49° n. w. w and 21° 15’ e. w. l. The altitude of the historical center is about 255 meters above the sea level, at the confluence of rivers, with the altitude of 233 meters above the sea level. Prešov is by the population considered to be the third largest city in Slovakia (following Bratislava and Košice) and on 31 of December 2014, there were 87586 inhabitants (eGovernment town Prešov, 2015). Prešov serves as an important transportation hub. That situation arises directly from its history, when it was one of the important nodes on the traditional cross-
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The area of Prešov was in this research divided into 15 local regions (Matlovič, 1998) (Figure 1), which were developed on the basis of observational unit analysis of the socio-demographic structure of Prešov by Matlovič (1998), with the localization of 9 large-scale retail stores. Some of these local regions are identical with the observational units (these are: Historical center, Mlynský náhon, Prešov- South, Calvary, Šalgovík and Šváby). Other local regions were created by merging several observational units into one local region, for example the local region Sekčov was created by combining observational units Sekčov I, Sekčov II., Sekčov III., and Sekčov IV, or in other words Sídliško III which includes observational units Rúrky, Družba, Pod Bikošom and Mladost. The unification of several observational units into one local region was based on spatial and morphological proximity of spatial units, but mainly on the similarity of parameter values required for calculations. The researched territory comprises 15 local regions, each of which includes the parameter “i” as a site where the calculation of availability was measured, in this case, the distance to selected shops “j”. To find the information on the distance, we measured the shortest distance that can be reached by using a road network from the city center “j” to the geometrical center of gravity of each local region “i”. These data were found using the tool to view the shortest path between two given points in the Google Maps website. Data obtained represent the value of “Tij” - the distance.

Figure 1. Localization of large-scale retail stores within the area of Prešov
Source: Authors research
Other data that were necessary for the calculation of probability include the attractiveness of individual stores, which is determined by their retail space. Parameter “a” represents customers’ willingness to overcome a certain distance. It is empirically determined and varies with the hierarchical level of the centre. Given the similarity of stores with a comparable supply of goods and supposedly similar attraction of stores for the customer, each store was assigned the parameter 1. In the calculations, the denominator was the sum of the retail space size and the distance to local regions, regarding all shopping place options within the area of Prešov (two discount stores Lidl SR, supermarket Billa, the department store and two hypermarkets Tesco Stores SR, two hypermarkets Kaufland SR and a shopping centre MAX). Substituting the obtained results into the formula, we achieved the choice probability for every target retail store in relation to the population of each of the fifteen local regions in Prešov. The results of calculations are shown in the Table 2. From the results of the Huff model application, we created the maps of the choice probability, made by motorized store customers, using the single legend for all of them due to their relative comparability as well as comparability of maps which were based on the results of the questionnaire research (conduct-
ed on a sample of 1,096 respondents from November 2013 to March 2014). It is a questionnaire survey by Kunc et al. (2013), the most common way of getting data in shopping surveys within the selected large-scale retail units, namely the method to query respondents directly in hypermarkets and shopping malls, or in close proximity (parking), where they are asked questions designed to determine the shopping frequency, shopping site preferences and others. (such research was carried by Mary 1983 Szczyrba, 2005a, 2005b; Mitríková 2008; Mitríková, Menyhértová 2008; Trembošová, 2012; Mitríková, Tomčíková, Lukáčová, 2012; Kunc et al., 2012a, 2012b, 2013; Trembošová, Dubcová, 2013; Civáň et al., 2014; Maryáš et al., 2014 and others).

**Results**

Detailed results of calculations in comparison with the results of the questionnaire survey in tables and maps were analyzed for those large-scale retail stores whose results were the most interesting or unexpected. We have chosen the store with the largest floor space - MAX shopping centre, a supermarket Billa, located in close proximity to the MAX, as the smallest retail store and a Tesco department store with a unique location in the historical centre.
Shopping centre MAX

On the outskirts of the housing estate Sekčov (with the population of about 27,000, it is the largest housing estate in Prešov) with the shopping area of 19,950 m², we can find the shopping centre MAX. The shopping mall is connected to the hypermarket Hypernova, with five cinema halls for 860 spectators, dining area and 115 retail stores.

According to the calculations of the Huff model, Max has the highest probability from all large-scale retail stores, within the area of eleven from fifteen local regions, to be chosen by customers (Table 2). Looking at the practical results of this probability model for the shopping centre MAX (Table 2 and Figure 2), it can be found that the studied area of the town Prešov has most likely routes for customers leading to the shopping centre MAX from the local regions lying in the nearest centre. On the other hand, the smallest shopping possibility at this resort was found in local regions that are further away from the centre. However, it is interesting to point out that the largest probable shopping share is not achieved by the local region Sekčov (0.466, which is almost 47%), including the shopping centre MAX, but local regions Nižná Šebastová and Lubotice (0.575, which is 57.5%). This fact points out that the availability of a good shopping centre is not the only parameter in the calculation of the store shopping probability, but the choice is also affected by the localization of other stores in Prešov, their proximity to the local region Sekčov and their attractiveness via the area size.

This fact proves that there are also other shops in the local region Sekčov (supermarket Billa, Kaufland hypermarkets and discount stores Lidl which make the shopping center MAX less).

The lowest value of share purchases in the shopping centre MAX achieves the local region Sídlisko III (0.191, less than one-fifth share of the local region), which is not only one of the outermost shopping centers MAX, but in that local region or in the close proximity, there are located hypermarkets Tesco and Kaufland and Lidl discount stores. Real preferences for shopping and visiting the shopping centre MAX (Vihorlatská street – the local region Sekčov), were found by the questionnaire survey among 1,096 inhabitants of Prešov (residing in different local regions). The results of this large-scale retail store preferences are stated in the Table 3 and the Figure 3. In comparison with the theoretical model (Table 2), the values of the shopping centre MAX (Table 3) do not

---

Table 2. Choice probability of the retail store j by motorized customers in the area i

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>local region- i</th>
<th>Tesco</th>
<th>Lidl</th>
<th>Kaufland</th>
<th>Billa</th>
<th>ZOC MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nám. legionár.</td>
<td>0.314</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vukov</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Košická</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rusínska</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levočská</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekčov</td>
<td>0.054</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levočská</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own calculations using the formula of the Huff Probability Model
Explanation: 0.575 - the highest probability value calculated for the local region; 0.011 - the lowest probability value calculated for the local region likely to be chosen than the local regions of Nižná Šebastová and Lubotice, whose territory does not take pride in any large-scale retail stores. Therefore, the shopping centre MAX is the closest and the most attractive large-scale store in this part of the town. On the other hand, for the same reason, the retail store Tesco makes the shopping shares of the local regions Historické jadro (0.248) and Mlynský náhon (0.243, which is almost a quarter of both local regions) lower than the local regions or surrounding districts.
reach such a significant proportion compared to other large-scale outlets.

The highest proportions of customers who prefer this shopping center to other outlets live in the local region Sekčov (18.8% of the total number of inhabitants from this local region chose the shopping centre MAX), the housing estate Šváby (16.7%) and the local region Kalvária (15.4%). No respondents from the local

Table 3. Percentages of surveyed customers living in a certain local region preferring one large-scale retail store

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Local region- i</th>
<th>Tesco</th>
<th>Lidl</th>
<th>Kaufland</th>
<th>Billa</th>
<th>ZOC MAX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nám. legionár.</td>
<td>Košická</td>
<td>Vukov</td>
<td>Rusínska</td>
<td>Levočská</td>
<td>Sekčov</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical centre</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mlynský náhon</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>21.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Táborisko, Nemocnica</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prešov- South</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ul.17.novembra Sídlisko II. Kolmanka</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>30.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalvária</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vydumanec, Cemjata</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sídliško III.</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>21.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šídlavec, Kúty, Surok</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nová Dúbrava, Mier, Pri jazdiarni, Pri ihrisku</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nižná Šebastová, Lubotice</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekčov</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šalgovik</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solivar, Solná Baňa</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Šváby</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Explanation: 0.0% - the percentage of the total number of inhabitants in the particular local region preferring the given store as the destination of their regular purchases - the value for the local region is minimal; 75.0% - the percentage of the total number of inhabitants in the particular local region preferring the given store as the destination of their regular purchases - the value for the local region is maximal.
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region Prešov - South and Vydumanec - Cemjata prefer their purchases to be done in the shopping centre MAX. The distance may be the limitation factor of this region, since it is 8.1 km from the shopping centre MAX (Table 1), which is the farthest large-scale retail store, from all nine researched. It is visible (Table 1) that the local region Vydumanec - Cemjata has the worst availability for most stores. The nearest shop is a discount store Lidl Levočska which is also preferred by the majority of the population (Table 3), although according to the theoretical Huff Model, potential customers should choose the shopping centre MAX (Table 2). This shows us that customers do not always prefer a large-scale retail store with a wide range of goods (MAX 7,000 m² compared to Lidl 1,200 m²), but rather prefer the store with a good availability in relation to their residence (ZOC MAX 8.0 km compared to Lidl 2.6 km).

**Billa supermarket**

Billa supermarket (with the area of 847 m²) is situated on the edge of the housing estate Sekčov, in the close proximity to the shopping centre MAX. The probability of the supermarket Billa selection (Čergovská street – local region Sekčov in Prešov) by the customers as the goal of their purchases, calculated by the Huff Model, achieved at this store lowest values (Table 2). These calculated values are very low and the differences between them are minimal, which is due to the fact that it is the smallest large-scale store in Prešov (847 m²) and there are also other large-scale stores in the surrounding area (ZOC MAX, Lidl and the hypermarket Kaufland, Figure 1) with more floor space, being reflected in the calculations and giving the supermarket Billa the smallest probability in case of the potential customer purchase selection. The largest value (even when compared to other local regions) is assigned to local regions in the immediate proximity (Table 2 and Figure 4), for example the local region Sekčov, on whose territory the store is located. Real preferences towards the Billa supermarket, found in the survey questionnaire (Table 3 and Figure 5), are compared to other stores very low (except for the local region Sekčov, which is significantly higher with a value of 24.9% and partially the local region Nová Dubrava, Mier, Pri jazdiarni and Pri ihrisku with 17.3%). The respondents living in the local region Sekčov, the territory with the location of the Billa store, (which has been compared to other local regions much more, and almost a quarter of the total number of inhabitants live in this local region) who chose the supermarket Billa, the questionnaire indicated that the cause of Billa preference was the following: “we were in Max, so we went here as well” which means that the close proximity of two stores (about 10 meters) could actually affect the increase in the number of customers in the supermarket. The inhabitants of seven local regions do not make the shopping in Billa at all. Therefore, if we compare the results of the Huff Model calculations and the real results obtained by the questionnaire survey, it can be concluded that despite the low value of the theoretical model calculations, summarizing the real data (especially for the local regions, Sekčov, Nová Dubrava, Mier, Pri jazdiarni and Pri ihrisku), there were very high values obtained, not being caused by the appeal of the supermarket Billa, but rather by the shopping centre MAX. This information was by the Huff Model considered to be rather negative, in connection with Billa preferences.
Department store Tesco Stores

Department store Tesco Stores (with the area of 4,000 m²) is located on the outskirts of the historical centre of Prešov (Figure 1). Its location already tells us that it will be one of the key factors of customer preferences, as there are many potential customers in the city centre (working or studying in Prešov, even from surrounding areas) and not only the residents of neighboring local regions.

However, according to the Huff Model, the Tesco department store is most likely to be chosen as a target for the purchase due to its position and due to the neighboring local region Mlynský náhon. Both local regions reach the probability of selection 0.314 and 0.318 (which is for both local regions more than a third). The interval 25.1% - 30% got another neighboring local region Táborisko and Nemocnica. Their lower values, however, are caused by the large-scale store...
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(ZOC MAX) which is only 1 km away. The least shopping probability at Tesco was achieved in the local regions that are furthest from the store (including Sídliško III, Rúrky, Družba, Pod Bikošom, and Mladosť), Nižná Šebastová and Lubotice, Sekčov, Šalgovík, Solivar and Solná Baňa, partly Šváby (Table 2 and Figure 6). The survey revealed the most important factor of shopping choice in relation to Tesco stores which is based on its downtown location. The highest values were found in the local regions Táborisko and Nemocnica (33.3% of the total number of residents in the local region chose the Tesco department store) and Calvary (30.8%), but many respondents (not included in the results presented) living in the whole district Prešov, commuting daily to work or studies in Prešov. Since Tesco provides only paid parking place, this store is preferred by the customers who use public transport or a suburban bus, while motorized customers prefer the hypermarket Tesco on the Košická street with a free parking place.

Figure 6. Selection probability of the retail store Tesco (Námestie legionárov) in Prešov by motorized customers
Source: Authors research

Figure 7. Selection probability of the retail store Tesco (Košická street) in Prešov by motorized customers
Source: Authors questionnaire research
Other large-scale retail stores
At last, when calculating the Huff Model for other stores, these reach neither the minimum nor the maximum value compared to other shops. An exception might be five local regions when it comes to calculations for the Lidl store – Levočská street, in local regions (marked in gray in the Table 2), which are spatially farthest from it. These reach minimum values compared to all shops (these results confirm the results of the questionnaire survey). The calculations of the Tesco Vukov has the highest probability value calculated for the local region Sidlisko III (43%), due to its location, as confirmed by the questionnaire survey (34% of the total number of inhabitants in the local region chose the Tesco store Vukov for their regular purchases). The theoretical model (with a value of 33.6%) and the results of the questionnaire survey (75%) in connection with the Tesco store on the Košická street confirmed that the local region Prešov - south, on the edge of which the hypermarket is located, reached maximum values.

Conclusion
Shopping behavior and its associated spatial mobility result from the interaction of personality characteristics of buyers as well as environmental conditions in which they live. People living in one place may under same conditions behave differently from various reasons. These may include, individual needs and motivational factors, different levels of information regarding the environmental conditions (quantity and quality of the offer), but also factors in the form of barriers which include mainly financial capabilities, spatial ability and others.

To sum it up, the Huff model, based on the comparison of calculations for nine large-scale stores in the city of Prešov, in fifteen local regions with the results of the questionnaire research. It cannot be regarded as the model which provides objective results in identifying the preferences of large stores within an urbanized area. The Huff Model presents a general theoretical picture of the purchase probability in the store. However, when it is applied in practice, factors that affect this theoretical concept have to be taken into consideration as well. This may include social, cultural, demographic aspects (age structure of the population of cities), economic aspects (e.g. income differentiation of consumers), the quality and quantity of goods, quality of services, pleasant atmosphere in shops, cleanliness and many other factors affecting the preference for a particular retail store. However, these factors cannot be incorporated into any models, because each store is specific, and general assumptions and findings do not apply here accurately. Therefore, the results of this questionnaire survey of consumer shopping behavior in selected stores in Prešov are not identical with the results obtained by the theoretical calculation model. Research has also shown the existence of transitional areas, where residents commute due to shopping to two or more centres (an important role plays daily commuting to another local region, or even to another town or district, etc.). Therefore, the results of our research correspond with authors Walmsley and Lewis (1984), claiming that if there was a large modern shopping centre built in the city, offering high quality services, a wide range of goods, good prices, etc., it can be said that not all the people from the area would do their shopping in this place. On the contrary, people from distant locations might be observed doing their shopping in this shopping centre. This shows that shopping is affected by various spatial and time variables as well as by complex social phenomena.

In conclusion, that there are restrictions on the use of the Huff theoretical model, as if watching the relationship between shopping and the place of purchase, finding that the rational consumer behavior does not always take place. This refuses the previously held view that a man prefers minimal mobility for buying, and behaves only economically. However, it turns out that a part of consumers choose the shopping place based on other factors, such as a wide variety of goods, good services, diversity of services provided, size, atmosphere and other aspects as well. To conclude, this research shows that people often ignore the logic of economical thinking and are not governed only by good access and economic factors.
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